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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to ForestWatch!
ForestWatch is a program designed to involve high-school students in hands-on activities
that focus on evaluating the ecological condition of forests throughout the state of Illinois.
It is specifically tailored to meet the needs of high-school teachers who wish to incorporate
hands-on. real science in their classroom but is flexible enough to allow other groups --
such as local Audubon Societies or Scout Troops -- to participate.
The goals of ForestWatch are twofold. The first goal is to develop an involved group of
Illinois citizens who are interested in the environmental health of the state and to provide
them with information on some of the pressing problems in Illinois' forests. The second
goal is to have these citizens help in the long-term monitoring of the state's forests so that
changes in these forests may be tracked and problems identified before the ecological
conditions in them have deteriorated beyond help.
ForestWatch involves three distinct sets of protocols. The first requires the sponsoring
class or group to locate a forested site, gain permission to visit the site, and to establish
permanent transects -- or lines -- at the forest which will be used as the basis for the long-
term monitoring. This occurs only once, when your ForestWatch group first joins the
project. The second set occurs on an annual basis and involves a day-long field-trip where
the students visit the forest and conduct a series of protocols designed to evaluate the
ecological condition of the forest. The third, and final, set involves a series of protocols
where extra-curious or extra-dedicated individuals can conduct in-depth studies to provide
even more information on the ecological condition of the forest.
ForestWatch is sponsored by the Illinois Department of Natural Resources and has
companion programs known as RiverWatch, PrairieWatch, and WetlandsWatch. All of
these focus on the long-term monitoring of different ecosystems in Illinois.
What is Ecological Monitoring?
In its broadest sense, monitoring is the periodic measurement or observation of a process
or object. Ecological monitoring involves the periodic measurement of factors which are
linked to the functioning of an ecosystem. ForestWatch is an ecological monitoring
program because it includes the annual measurement of several indicators which are linked
to the function -- or non-functioning -- of forests.
At its most basic, monitoring depends on the gathering of data, but it also requires analysis
by comparing current data to previously collected data to see if the factors that were
measured are changing and whether this change is in an identifiable direction or trend.
Monitoring is done with a purpose. If you simply chronicle the disappearance of a species
or the invasion of a woodland with non-native plants, then the monitoring has achieved
little in helping you prevent these occurrences.
ForestWatch is designed to track several different factors which serve as indicators of the
ecological health of forests throughout the state of Illinois. The different protocols monitor
such things as the invasions of non-native species, the disappearance of disturbance-
sensitive species, and the presence of amphibians and reptiles. If these factors change in
noticeably bad, or good, ways then we will know how well the stewardship of the state's
forests is being done and whether things should be done differently.
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HOW IT ALL WORKS
ForestWatch consists of three parts: establishing permanent transects in the forest.
monitoring the site annually, and, for the extra-dedicated, conducting in-depth and long-
term studies. The first two parts are specifically designed to be easy for teachers to use and
implement with a class of 25 -30 students, but they may also be done by small groups of
individuals over a longer period of time.
The basic scheme is fairly simple. The first year that a group joins ForestWatch. the group
locates a suitable study forest, gains permission to work at the site, and establishes six
permanent monitoring transects. The group then follows a number of protocols to measure
the ecological health of the forest. These protocols involve having small groups of students
inventory the size and genus of all of the trees on the six transects. After this, each of the
groups of students follow different protocols which focus on a particular facet of forest
ecology. Consequently, six different sets of indicators are monitored on the six different
transects. This process -- the inventorying and specialized monitoring -- is conducted on
an annual basis.
A detailed listing of the protocols is listed below.
Part 1: Establishing Transects
The first year that a group joins ForestWatch, they must identify a suitable site, obtain
permission to visit it, conduct a series of baseline studies -- such as determining the size of
the forest and creating a map of it -- and, finally, establish six permanent transect lines in
the forest which will be used as the basis for monitoring in future years.
The protocols which accomplish this include:
Protocol 1: Characterizing the Site
In the classroom, groups of students use topographic maps, aerial photos, and land-
ownership maps to characterize the physical and political aspects of their study site.
Protocol 2: Establishing a Long-Term Monitoring Transect
Students use a map, compass, rope (or measuring tape), and stakes to establish six parallel.
100 m sampling transects in a forest. Students record detailed instructions on how to find
these transects so that other groups will be able to use them for sampling in future years.
Students also characterize the soil at three points along the transect.
These protocols are described in more detail in the Student Manual and the Teacher Guide.
Part 2: Annual Monitoring
The second portion of ForestWatch involves the actual measurement and monitoring of
several different indicators of forest health. These protocols are done the first year as well
as every year after that between April 15 and May 15. All are based on the six permanent
transect lines that were established the first year of ForestWatch.
These protocols require at least two, two-hour blocks of time in the forest. Ideally they
would be conducted in the morning and the afternoon of the same day. The first protocol is
conducted on all six transects by different groups of students. This protocol is:
Protocol 1: Measuring the Structure of the Forest
All six groups of students inventory all trees larger than 15 cm in circumference and ,.ithin
3 m of their transect. They record each tree's location. genus, and size.
The second group of protocols are conducted on different transects by the six student
groups simultaneously. These protocols focus on different facets of forest health and they
include:
Protocol 2a: Surveying for Invasive and Non-Native Species of Plants
Students survey each 10 m segment of their transect for the presence or absence of four
species and two genera of invasive non-native plants. If present, the students estimate the
density of the plants.
Protocol 2b: Evaluating Vegetative Complexity
Students count and classify dead and downed wood, measure the depth of the duff layer.
estimate shrub density, and estimate foliage density along a transect.
Protocol 2c: Sampling Animal Life
Students census the species of snakes and salamanders they find underneath boards they
place in the forest, and count orb-weaving spider webs.
Protocol 2d: Evaluating Forest and Tree Health
Students select five canopy trees along the transect; identify them to genus; characterize
height; estimate crown density, foliage transparency and the ratio of crown to trunk: and
evaluate trunk condition. They also select 15 saplings, identify them to genus, evaluate
vigor, and estimate crown ratio.
Protocol 2e: Surveying for Disturbance-Sensitive Plant Species
Students survey each 10 m segment of their transect for the presence or absence of six
species of plants which are sensitive to human disturbance. If present, the students
estimate the density of the plants.
Protocol 2f: Surveying for Signs of Human Use
Students either sit and listen or walk through the forest for 15-minute periods to observe
both visible and audible signs of forest activity, including past and present human impacts
that affect forest quality.
Part 3: Long-Term and In-Depth Protocols
There are a series of protocols which cannot be conducted in a single day and may require
more in-depth analysis. These are for individuals who wish to pursue a problem for a
longer period of time or with a more in-depth analysis. For ForestWatch, these protocols
include:
Protocol 1: Insect Census
Monitoring groups gather long-term data on the abundance of selected insect groups, in
order to detect changes in the forest at their site over time.
Protocol 2: Leaf Damage Profiles
Monitoring groups classify the types of leaf damage caused by herbivores on different
species of tree.
They are described in detail in the Student Manual and the Teacher's Guide.
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Classroom Follow-up
Finally. the collection of all of this data would mean nothing if it wasn't analyzed. Because
ForestWatch has the dual goals of getting citizens involved and having them collect useful
data on the condition of Illinois' forests, follow-up on the field work described above
involves two steps.
Submission of Data to the ForestWatch Coordinator
First. students should prepare the data that they have collected for submission to the
ForestWatch Coordinator. To insure that the data submitted is accurate, legible, and ready
to be analyzed, we are developing HyperCard stacks which resemble the data sheets used
by the students in the field. We will provide you, the teacher, with a disk containing the
stacks, and you should have the students type in their data for each of the different
protocols. This process should have the advantage of driving home the lessons that this
data is not simply to be taken to fill up a lab book, that almost all real-world science
involves the use of computers, and that someone is relying on them to be accurate in their
measuring and recording of their data. After the students have recorded their data on the
HyperCard stacks, you should mail the disk to ForestWatch.
We also plan to develop a ForestWatch Home Page on the World-Wide Web. This will
allow those schools with connections to the Web to submit their data directly and eliminate
the transferring of the data on disk. It should also allow the students to connect with other
students who are participating in ForestWatch throughout the state.
Data Analysis and Scientific Symposia
Second, each of the protocols in ForestWatch has an accompanying section in the Teachers
Guide. In the section labeled Classroom Follow-up are suggestions for how the students
can analyze the data that they have collected that year, as well as how they may compare it
to the data collected by students in previous years (providing that it isn't the start-up year
for your class).
Analysis of each group's data should be followed up with a scientific symposium where
the groups present their findings to the class. This is probably the most important part of
ForestWatch for the students because it follows the exact methods that scientists use in
ecological research. Ecologists usually study a small topic in-depth. They then rely on
scientific symposia and conferences to provide them with the broader picture of what they
are researching.
OVERVIEW DIAGRAM
Sometimes a picture is worth a thousand words. An overview of the program and its
progression is contained in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Overview of the ForestWatch Protocols
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COOPERATIVE LEARNING
ForestWatch has been written to capitalize on cooperative learning. Cooperative learning.
sometimes known as complex instruction, is a method of teaching which assigns students
to roles within a small group and then asks them to carry out a series of tasks or
investigations.
Typically, the roles consist of 1) a facilitator who is in charge of keeping the group on task
and serves as the conduit for information between the students and the teacher. 2) a
recorder or reporter who is in charge of recording what the group learns and reporting it to
the class when the investigation is complete, and 3) various technicians or investigators
who are in charge of different parts of the actual investigation.
When a teacher first uses this technique with a class, the students are allowed to pick roles
with which they feel comfortable. As the class becomes more familiar with the technique.
however, the teacher may start assigning roles so that students who would not naturally
gravitate to a role, such as that of facilitator, may be expected to take a leading role and
students who are not used to being supervised by their peers will be assigned to the role of
technician.
One way to assign roles (and even to assign students to groups) is to have students pick
from a shuffled stack of cards which are marked with group and role assignments.
The ForestWatch protocols are written to loosely fill the structure of cooperative learning.
Each protocol is designed for a group of five students with five different. All of the
instructions, however, are given to all of the students so that they may adjust if there are
not exactly five students in the group. In fact, a single person should be able to read
through the roles sequentially and finish the tasks involved.
FLEXIBILITY
You should approach the ForestWatch protocols with flexibility in mind. We have tried to
design a set of techniques which can be implemented throughout the state of Illinois.
Consequently, the instructions do not address every variation in forests which you could
encounter.
We picture the typical forest in the state to be a fairly discrete patch of woods. It is
surrounded by very distinct land uses which set it off from its surroundings. For example,
it may be a woodlot bounded on three sides by soybean fields and on the fourth side by a
road.
The forest that you visit may fit this description to a 'tee' but it isn't likely. It may have a
stream running through it or a pond in the middle. It may be bisected by a road. It may
even be one part of a much larger forest. You will have to use your judgment in adjusting
for factors such as these. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the
ForestWatch coordinator.
You may also have to adjust which protocols you do according to the size of your class.
The protocols are listed in their order of importance. All students in all groups should do
Part 2, Protocol 1 every year. The sub-protocols in Part 2, Protocol 2 may be assigned a
little less rigidly. If you have only three groups of students, they should do Protocols 2a,
2b, and 2c. If you have four groups, Protocols 2a - 2d and so on.
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Last of all. depending on the quality of the forests which you visit, some of the sub-
protocols in Part 2. Protocol 2 will take longer than others. If one group of students
completes its protocol quickly, have the group repeat the protocol on other transects. This
wav. all of the students will be occupied until the group which takes the longest to complete
their protocol is finished. This will also provide those students who can do their protocol
two or three times with a better sample of the forest conditions.
MATERIALS REQUIRED
We have tried to keep the materials required for ForestWatch to a minimum. Most of the
time, the students can complete their tasks with a clipboard, meter stick, compass, copy of
the protocol with its reference cards and data sheets, and a transect line. The transect line
may be the single most expensive piece of equipment. All of the protocols can be
completed using a 100 m long piece of rope that is knotted every 10 m. We have found.
however, that a 100 m long measuring tape is much easier to use because it is easier to
wind up, easier to keep, and easier to tell where on the 100 m line you are standing. The
difference in cost between the two is approximately $40.00 for a piece of better-quality
nylon rope and S80.00 for the measuring tape. Below is a list of materials required for
each protocol and a composite list which details materials required for the first day at the
site and for the annual survey visit.
Part 1: Establishing Transects
Protocol 1: Characterizing the Site and Transect
Per Group of Five Students
Pencil
Data Sheet
Geographer's Map Data Sheet
Ruler
Topographic Map of Site
Aerial Photo of Site
Ruler
Information on Land Ownership (County or city plat maps)
Protocol 2: Establishing a Long-Term Monitoring Transect
Per Group of Five Students (Six Groups Total)
2 long plastic tent stakes
110 m long rope, knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape)
Mallet
2 Aluminum Tags
Compass
Topographic Map of Site
Soil Color Card
Small Amount of Water
Trowel
Pencil
Clipboard
Data Sheet
Part 2: Yearly Monitoring Protocols
Protocol 1: Measuring the Structure of the Forest
Per Group of Five Students (Six Groups Total)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape) *
vim
Compass *
Sketch and directions to locate transect "
2 Meter Sticks marked at 5. 12.5. 25. 50. and 75 cm
Taxonomist's Guide
Pencil *
Clipboard *
Data Sheet
Protocol 2: Looking at the Particulars
Protocol 2a: Surveying for Invasive and Non-Native Plant Species
Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or, recommended, a 100 m
measuring tape) *
4 Sturdy Pieces of String, 7.5 m long with a large loop on one end
2 (or 4, if available) Meter Sticks *
Species Reference Cards
Data Sheet
Clipboard *
Pencil *
Protocol 2b: Evaluating Vegetative Complexity
Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals *
For Downed Woody Debris --
Meter Stick marked at 5, 12.5, 25, 50, 75 cm *
Garden Trowel
Downed Woody Debris Data Sheet.
Clipboard *
Pencil *
For Understory Vegetation Structure --
10 m rope
Tent Stake
Mallet *
Large Nail
Density Board
Meter Stick *
Understory Vegetation Data Sheet
Clipboard *
Pencil *
Protocol 2c: Sampling Animal Life
Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape) *
12 Plywood Sampling Boards (1/2-inch thick) with attached handles
Thermometer to measure air temperature
Umbrella (preferably white or black)
Map of Transects *
Reptile and Amphibian Field Guide
Snake and Salamander Data Sheet
Spider Data Sheet
Guide to the Common Snakes and Salamanders of Illinois Forests
Clipboard *
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Pencil *
Protocol 2d: Evaluating Forest and Tree Health
Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape) "
For Canopy Trees --
Genus Identification Cards from Part 2. Protocol 1 *
Taxonomist's Key from Part 2. Protocol 1 *
2 copies of the Crown Density Worksheets
2 Foliage Transparency Reference Cards
Crown Ratio Reference Card
Trunk Condition Reference Card
Tree Height Reference Card
Calculator
Canopy Data Sheet
Meter stick *
Clipboard *
Pencil *
For Sapling Trees -
Genus Identification Cards from Part 2, Protocol 1 *
Taxonomist's Key from Part 2, Protocol 1 *
Vigor Class Reference Card
Crown Ratio Reference Card
Sapling Data Sheet
Meter Stick *
Clipboard *
Pencil *
Protocol 2e: Surveying for Disturbance-Sensitive Plant Species
Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m long rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or, recommended, a 100
m measuring tape) *
4 Sturdy pieces of string, 7.5 m long with a large loop on one end
2 (or 4, if available) meter sticks
Species Reference Cards
Data Sheet
Clipboard *
Pencil *
Protocol 2f: Surveying for Signs of Human Use
Per Person in Group (5 Students)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape) *
Compass *
Site map (or sketch)
Whistle
Watch
Data Sheets
Pencil *
Clipboard *
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Part 3: Long-Term and In-Depth Protocols
Protocol I: Insect Census
Per Monitoring Group
Pencil
Clipboard
Insect Collecting Equipment
Insect Field Guide(s) or Taxonomic Keys
Map of Census Route or Study Site
Protocol 2: Leaf Damage Profiles
Per Sampling Group:
Leaf Damage Reference Card
Several small boxes or bags
Hula Hoop
Map of trees being sampled
Tree Field Guide or Taxonomist's Key (from Part 2, Protocol 1)
Pencil
Clipboard
Summary List for Class of 25 - 30 Students
Here is the same equipment list as found above except that it has been reorganized to
summarize all of the materials you need to run one 'session' of ForestWatch (where one
session is typically a morning or afternoon). In other words, it is a unified list of the
materials you need to conduct each part of ForestWatch.
Part 1, Protocol I -- in class.
For 6 groups of five students each.
6 Pencils
6 Data Sheets
6 Geographer's Map Data Sheets
6 Rulers
6 Topographic Maps of Site [CTAP]
6 Aerial Photos of Site [CTAP]
6 Copies of Information on Land Ownership (County or city plat maps)
30 Copies of the Protocol -- not including the data sheets.
Part 1, Protocol 2 -- at site.
For 6 groups of five students each.
12 long plastic tent stakes
6 110 m long ropes, knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tapes)
6 Mallets
12 Aluminum Tags
6 Compasses
6 Topographic Maps of Site [CTAP] *
6 Soil Color Cards
Small Amounts of Water
6 Trowels
6 Pencils
6 Clipboards
6 Copies of the Data Sheet
30 Copies of the Protocol -- not including the data sheets.
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Part 2. Protocol 1 -- morning at site.
6 110 m ropes knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tapes)
6 Compasses *
6 Different sketches(maps) to locate transects *
12 Meter Sticks
6 Meter Sticks marked at 5, 12.5, 25. 50. and 75 cm
6 Copies of the Taxonomist's Guide from Part 2. Protocol 1
6 Copies of the Dichotomous Key from Part 2, Protocol 1
6 Pencils *
6 Clipboards *
6 Copies of the Data Sheet
30 Copies of the Protocol -- not including the data sheets.
Part 2. Protocol 2 -- afternoon at site.
6 110 m ropes knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tapes) *
1 10m rope
8 Sturdy Pieces of String, 7.5 m long with a large loop on one end
1 Tent Stake
1 Mallet *
1 Large Nail
1 Calculator
8 (or 12, if available) Meter Sticks *
1 Meter Stick marked at 5, 12.5, 25, 50, 75 cm *
I Garden Trowel *
1 Density Board (Instructions for construction in Protocol 2b.)
12 Plywood Sampling Boards (1/2-inch thick) with attached handles
(Instructions for construction in Protocol 2c.)
1 Thermometer to measure air temperature
1 Umbrella (preferably white or black)
1 Reptile and Amphibian Field Guide
10 Compasses
6 Whistles
6 Watches
12 Clipboards *
12 Pencils *
1 Copy Each of the Maps of the Transects A - F *
6 Site maps (or sketches)
Copies of the materials in the appropriate quantities from the Student Manual.
One the next page is a checklist of the materials which need to be copied for each session.
The quanties are based on the assumption that the class contains 30 students and that there
are five students in each of six groups.
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ForestWatch Photocopy Checklist
Below is a list of materials to photocopy for each protocol. Quantities are based on the
assumptions that there are 30 students in a class and five students in each of six groups.
Page Number of
Numbers Copies Done ?
Part 1, Protocol 1
Y Instructions 1 -10 30
e Data Sheets & Reference Cards 11 - 16 6
a
r Part 1, Protocol 2
Instructions 17 - 23 30
1 Data Sheets & Reference Cards 24 - 28 6
Part 2, Protocol 1
Instructions 29-36 30
Data Sheets & Reference Cards 37 - 50 6
Part 2, Protocol 2a
Instructions 51-56 5
Data Sheets & Reference Cards 57 - 66 1
E
v Part 2, Protocol 2b
e Instructions 67 -75 5
r Data Sheets & Reference Cards 76 - 80 1
Y Part 2, Protocol 2c
Y Instructions 81 - 85 5
e Data Sheets & Reference Cards 86 - 100 1
a
r Part 2, Protocol 2d
Instructions 101 - 106 5
Data Sheets & Reference Cards 107 - 118 1
Part 2, Protocol 2f
Instructions 137 - 139 5
Data Sheets & Reference Cards 140 - 144 1
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Title: Part 1, Protocol 1 -- Characterizing the site and transect.
Summary: In the classroom, groups of students use topographic maps. aerial photos,
and land-ownership maps to characterize the physical and political aspects of their study
site.
Goal: This exercise will provide information which will be used to classify the site and
its environs in order to compare it with other sites in the state using such characteristics
as topography, size, and current land use. It will culminate in students obtaining
permission from the landowner to conduct research at the forest site.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, students will be able to:
* Locate a specific site on a topographic map, determine its township and range, and note
major topographic characteristics such as elevation and the presence of streams.
* Interpret an aerial photo by measuring the size of the forest and determining
surrounding land uses.
* Determine ownership of the forest and request permission from the owner to conduct a
study at the site.
* Characterize a site by using descriptors used by landscape ecologists to highlight the
degree of fragmentation and isolation of a forest patch.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* Familiarity with maps and the symbols used on them.
* Ability to use a ruler and a scale on a map to determine actual distances and areas.
* Ability to draft a business letter.
Time Required:
One or two 50-minute periods.
Some out of class time obtaining permission to visit site from landowner.
Materials:
Per group of five:
Pencil
Data Sheet
Geographer's Map Data Sheet
Ruler
Topographic Map of Site
Aerial Photo of Site
Ruler
Information on Land Ownership (County or city plat maps)
Background: The goal of ForestWatch is to involve students in the long-term
monitoring of the environmental health of forests throughout the state of Illinois. This
protocol is the first step in establishing a permanent study site at a specific forest.
The coordinators of ForestWatch will provide you with a list of three to five sites near
your community which may be appropriate permanent study sites. These sites were
picked to fit size and location criteria using satellite imagery and should be upland forests
of a certain minimum size (at least 6 hectares). Unfortunately, what appears to be true
from satellite imagery sometimes turns out to be false on the ground. This is one of the
Pt. 1, Protocol 1 -- Characterizing the site and transect
reasons why you should personally visit sites in advance of choosing a site to decide
which may be the most appropriate for monitoring.
Another limitation of satellite imagery is that it cannot tell you who owns the land and
who you need to contact to obtain permission to visit the site. For this task, you and your
students may have to rely on ordinary detective work, such as asking people who live
near the forest who owns it or manages it and visiting the county courthouse to look up
ownership records.
You may wish to do some (or all) of the groundwork for this protocol prior to introducing
the students to the project. If you decide that the students should do the work, then you
may wish to assign each group one of the different suggested sites and have them
investigate ownership permission to work at all of them. You could then have the
students present their findings about all of the sites and decide, as a group, which should
become the permanent study site.
In this exercise, you may run up against the limitations of trying to work out one protocol
that will work for all forests throughout the state. The 'typical' forest for which this
protocol was designed is a discrete patch which is surrounded by distinctly different types
of land use, for example, a rectangular woodlot bordered on one side by a road and on the
other three sides by corn fields. The sites which you investigate may not be rectangular,
they may not have distinct edges, they may be so large that the edges may be irrelevant.
They may include some features such as ponds and streams which you wouldn't consider
to be forest.
Use your judgment when dealing with these anomalies. Do not include water bodies
other than small temporary ponds within the woodland proper in the overall measurement
of forest area. Many forests may have well-defined limits, but then may have a straggly
line of trees leading off in one direction alongside a stream that passes through the forest.
If this corridor becomes narrower than 50 m, use that point as the limit of the forest. If
you have any questions, please contact the coordinators of ForestWatch.
Classroom Follow-up: Have each group prepare its data for submission to the
ForestWatch coordinator using the data sheets provided in the student guide. Site
characterization will be used for two simple purposes: 1) to determine changes in the
layout of the site from year to year and 2) to classify sites such that they may be
compared and contrasted to other forested sites.
* As a follow-up activity the class may discuss the potential ways in which site size,
geographic location, or ownership of forested habitat may affect the forest habitat quality.
In particular, you may have them predict whether the site you will be monitoring will
appear to be of high quality versus low quality relative to other Illinois forests. Follow-
up activities after the field portion will help to determine if their predictions were
accurate. You might introduce this topic by asking students to prepare a list of attributes
characteristic of high and low quality forests as well as what is important to the students
in terms of the quality of the habitat.
* If you have students analyze several possible study sites, you could sponsor a session
where each group presents their site and its special features to the class and conclude with
a vote on which site should be used. The class should consider factors such as
accessibility, permission to use the site, likelihood that the site will be available for a
number of years, and whether they may want to visit it several times during the school
Pt. 1, Protocol 1 -- Characterizing the site and transect
year. At the completion of the protocol, have each group prepare its data for submission
to the ForestWatch coordinator.
Helpful Hints:
* Characterizing site size and shape involves simple geometry. Asking students to
approach the problem as an exercise in geometry may help clarify some of the measures
of length, width, area, and perimeter.
Extensions:
* You may want to have the students investigate how land use has changed in your
county. What percentage is still in its 'natural state'? How much is devoted to urban
uses such as housing, commercial, and residential uses? How much is devoted to
agriculture? Can you reconstruct what occupied the site where your school now stands?
* You may want to conduct a lesson on converting units of measure and changes in scale.
This will help the students when they have to determine the actual area of the forest or
the actual length of its perimeter as opposed to the area and length on the map or aerial
photograph.
Key Words:
Acre
Hectare
Land use
Perimeter
Township
Range
Topography
Topographic
For More Information:
* The US Geological Survey (USGS) provides information on the geology and
geography of the United States and is the source of topographic maps. It operates a
network of Earth Science Information Centers which sell earth science products and data.
There are more than 75 ESIC's. Some are operated by the USGS, but most are in other
State or Federal agencies. Each ESIC responds to requests for information received by
telephone, letter, or personal visit. The USGS is easily accessible from the World-Wide
Web and may be reached at http://www.usgs.gov/. You may also contact any ESIC
directly or call 1-800-USA-MAPS.
* One wonderful source of information on map reading and orienteering is:
Kjellstr6m, B. 1994. Be Expert with Map and Compass: The Complete
Orienteering Handbook. Collier Books: New York. 220 pp.
This book contains separate sections on map reading, compass reading, and orienteering.
It offers ready-to-go lessons and quizzes. It even describes how to set up a schoolyard
orienteering course.
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Title: Part 1. Protocol 2 -- Establishing a long-term monitoring transect.
Summary: Students use a map, compass, rope (or measuring tape), and stakes to
establish six parallel, 100 m sampling transects in a forest. Students record detailed
instructions on how to find these transects so that other groups will be able to use them
for sampling in future years. Students also characterize the soil at three points along the
transect.
Goal: Monitoring the environment requires being able to repeat different measurements
at the exact same spot over a number of years. The goal of this exercise is to establish six
permanent lines -- or transects -- in a forest. These transects can be visited annually by
groups of students who will do the same measurements each year. The particular
students will change from year to year but, if all goes well, each year's students will be
able to use the same transects to do the same measurement.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, students will be able to:
* Use a compass to follow a specific direction through a forest.
* Draw a map of a particular point in the forest so that others may find it.
* Determine if soil contains organic matter, silt, clay, and/or sand.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* Familiarity with a compass and following a specific bearing on a compass.
* Ability to sketch a map of natural feature to direct a person to a site.
Time Required:
Time to gather and prepare materials.
One morning or afternoon at the forest site.
Materials: Per five-person group (six groups total) --
2 long plastic tent stakes
110 m long rope, knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring
tape)
Mallet
2 Aluminum Tags
Compass
Topographic Map of Site
Soil Color Card
Small Amount of Water
Trowel
Pencil
Clipboard
Data Sheet
Background: This protocol is one which you will do only the first year that your class
joins ForestWatch. In succeeding years, you will be able to capitalize on this year's
effort by using the permanent transects which you establish now.
A transect is merely a line in a forest which is used as a baseline for conducting
measurements of different ecological factors. You will be establishing permanent
transects because ecological monitoring requires sampling over many years at the same
site. By investing the time and energy to establish permanent transects (and to
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thoroughly note where they are located) your students (or other teacher's students) will
be able to return to the site for many years to measure and observe the continuous
changes in forested habitats.
Illinois is second only to Iowa in the proportion of land that has been altered by humans.
For this reason, many, if not most, of the forests in the states have unnaturally abrupt
edges where they meet with competing uses of land. Typical Illinois forests are bordered
by agricultural fields, residential areas, or follow the serpentine path of a river or stream.
Your class will establish six 100 m long transects at your forest site. These six transects
should run generally east-west, and be fairly easily accessible. They should avoid
starting at edges with northern or southern exposures because of what ecologists call edge
effects. Edge effects are the changes that occur when two habitats meet. For example,
the edges of forests tend to be drier and sunnier than the interiors of forests. These
differences affect the plants and animals which live there. Southern forest edges, in
particular, tend to be sunny and dry.
The coordinators of ForestWatch will provide you with a list of forest sites that will
potentially be suitable. You, and your class, will have to do some of the legwork to
narrow it down to a single site which you have permission to visit (See Part 1, Protocol
1).
Prior to traveling to the site with your class, you should do the following:
1. Decide where your class will establish the six parallel transects --
The suggested ForestWatch sites are simply blocks of forest which may be
suitable. Once you have an exact site picked out, and permission to visit it, you
will have to visit it and decide exactly where in the forest the transects will be
located.
The transects will be approximately 15 m apart, so all six will cover an area 90 m
wide and 100 m deep into the forest. This means that you should buffer the 90 x
100 m patch with an additional 100 m on the three sides, not near your access
road. The entire forest will have to be at least 200 m deep (so that the 100 m
point is truly in the interior of the forest and not poking out the other side!) and at
least 300 m long (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The transects should be at least 100 m from the north and south edges
of the forest and the interior end of the transect should be at least 100 m from the
far side of the forest.
You will also have to deal with the unique features of your site. If a stream cuts
right through the middle of the area where you wish to establish the transects, you
will have to interrupt the transect where you think the stream is starting to affect
the vegetation and then carry it on at a point beyond the stream. For example, the
transect may start at the forest edge, travel 30 m, jump a gap of 20 m over a small
stream, and then continue on for its last 70 m.
2. Determine the compass heading for laying out the transect --
Once you have located the approximate location of the transects, you will have to
determine the compass direction that they will follow. If you are unfamiliar with
compasses, a great introduction and resource book is "Be Expert with Map and
Compass". The US Geological Survey is also a good source of educational
materials.
If you are using a topographic map of the site, lay your compass on the map so
that N points to the top of the map and twist the base of the compass so that the
direction arrow (not the needle) points in the direction you want the transect to
follow. The heading will be the number on the dial directly below the direction
arrow.
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If you are doing this at the site (which is recommended), point the direction arrow
the direction you want the transects to follow and twist the dial until the needle
and N line up. Your heading will be the number on the dial below the direction
arrow.
Don't worry too much about true north v. magnetic north for this lesson. The
objective is to establish six parallel transect lines which different students will be
able to locate next year.
3. Be prepared to assign the six groups of students to different transects --
You will need to assign your students to different groups and to assign those
groups to different transects (A - E). You will also tell them the compass heading
they need to follow into the woods so that the transects do, indeed go into the
woods and so that they don't cross.
4. Scout the site --
We highly recommend that you visit the site before you take your students there.
You will be able to check out physical conditions, accessibility, and changes that
may have occurred since the site was last visited. You will also be able to check
on safety concerns.
Classroom Follow-up: After you complete this segment have each group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator using the data sheets provided.
These transects will be of little value for long-term monitoring if they cannot be located
again. Please emphasize to the students the need to thoroughly document the transect
locations.
Helpful Hints:
* Make sure that the students are prepared for a morning or afternoon in the forest.
Stress to the students that they should wear long-sleeved shirts, long pants, and sturdy
shoes. You should also warn them to wear old clothes. A trip to the woods can be a
muddy event.
* You may want to bring some insect repellent. Make sure that the students read the
warning labels on the can. DEET, the most common active ingredient, melts plastic
including plastic lenses on glasses, plastic contacts, and plastic 'crystals' on
wristwatches. Emphasize that a little may go a long way.
Extensions:
* You may want to pursue map and compass reading at school. "Be Expert with Map
and Compass" provides straightforward lessons and quizzes for learning these skills and
even describes a way to establish a school-yard orienteering course.
Keywords:
Monitoring
Transect
B iometrics/B iometrician
Orienteer
Canopy
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Bearing
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Organic
Clay
Sand
Silt
Soil
For More Information:
* A good source of information on map reading and orienteering is:
Kjellstrom, B. 1994. Be Expert with Map and Compass: The Complete
Orienteering Handbook. Collier Books: New York. 220 pp.
This book contains separate sections on map reading, compass reading, and orienteering.
It offers ready-to-go lessons and quizzes. It even describes how to set up a schoolyard
orienteering course.
* The US Geological Survey (USGS) provides information on the geology and
geography of the United States and is the source of topographic maps. It operates a
network of Earth Science Information Centers that sell earth science products and data.
There are more than 75 ESIC's. Some are operated by the USGS, but most are in other
State or Federal agencies. Each ESIC responds to requests for information received by
telephone, letter, or personal visit. The USGS is easily accessible from the World-Wide
Web and may be reached at http://www.usgs.gov/. You may also contact any ESIC
directly or call 1-800-USA-MAPS.
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Title: Part 2, Protocol 1 -- Measuring the Structure of the Forest
Summary: Each of six groups of students inventories all trees larger than 15 cm in
circumference and within 3 m of their transect. They record each tree's location, genus,
and size.
Goal: This exercise will provide information on the distribution, abundance, and age
(through the surrogate measure of size) of the most common genera of trees in Illinois.
Comparing the older and younger trees will indicate whether the next generation of
canopy trees (those that are seedlings now) reflects that of the current generation.
Examining the distribution of the different genera of trees along the transects will
indicate whether edge effects are changing the composition of the forest as well.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, students will be able to:
* Use a dichotomous key to identify the five most common genera of forest trees in
Illinois.
* Measure the diameter of trees.
* Analyze differences in the most common size of each genera of tree and conclude
whether the forest canopy is stable (regenerating) or changing.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* Familiarity with the use of a compass and ability to locate a point in the forest from a
sketched map.
* Familiarity with dichotomous keys and the terms: leaf, opposite, alternate, simple, and
compound.
Time Required: Time to prepare materials.
1.5 - 2 hours at the forest site.
50 minutes of classroom follow-up.
Materials: Per Group of Five Students (Six Groups Total)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape) *
Compass *
Sketch and directions to locate transect *
2 Meter Sticks marked at 5, 12.5, 25, 50, and 75 cm
Taxonomist's Guide
Pencil *
Clipboard *
Data Sheet
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Background: Woodlands with trees of different ages and species provide homes for
many different animals. For example, the tallest trees in the forest, which form the
canopy, produce fruits for squirrels and birds. Many birds nest in the dense branches of
the trees in the sub-canopy. Deer browse on the smaller trees, the saplings. Ground birds
depend on the cover of the smallest trees, the seedlings.
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Typically. a forest that has not been cut or replanted for many years contains a multi-aged
stand of native tree species. In addition to being a diverse habitat for plants and animals.
this type of forest is more aesthetically appealing to human visitors.
When people replant trees after a forest has been clear-cut, they often plant seedlings that
are all the same age and species. The forest that results has fewer habitats for animals.
As all the trees mature, the animals that inhabited the forest may no longer find the
resources they need to live. A completely different group of animals will then inhabit the
forest.
Even-aged stands of trees planted close to one another are prone to attack by insects and
diseases. Pests that attack one species of tree can spread quickly when those trees are
adjacent to one another. In a multi-aged stand of trees containing many species, a tree
may be more or less susceptible to infection at different ages. For example, bark beetles
most readily infest dense stands of young pines.
In a healthy forest ecosystem with multi-aged trees, one finds not only a diversity of
species and sizes of live trees, but also dead and decaying trees. Dead trees provide
habitat for fungi, plants, insects, spiders, salamanders, and birds. They are an integral
component of a diverse forest ecosystem. This diversity of species and habitats creates a
complex ecosystem that supports a greater diversity of life and may be more resilient to
forces of change.
At one time, most of the forests in Illinois were dominated by oak and hickory trees.
These species require a gap in the forest where sunlight can penetrate, allowing saplings
to grow and mature. Traditionally, fires created these open gaps. In the past century,
however, fire suppression has resulted in a gradual progression from oak and hickory
trees to more shade-tolerant species like sugar maples and beech. The process of one
species of tree changing the environment so it is more suitable for the growth of another
species is called secondary succession.
Many people are concerned about the loss of oak- and hickory-dominated forests in
Illinois. Sugar maple wood is less valuable than oak or hickory, and the trees provide
very different food for wildlife than nut-producing oak and hickory forests. The oak-
hickory forest represents our natural heritage and best supports our native plants and
wildlife.
In this exercise, students identify the larger trees on their transect to genus. This means
that they will have to be able to use the materials provided to separate oaks from maples,
but not red oaks from white oaks. This degree of identification permits one level of
scientific analysis without leading to the sometimes difficult task of distinguishing
closely related species.
Classroom Follow-up: When you return to the classroom, have each group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator using the following guidelines. The
recorder from each group should gather all data from their transect. Data from all groups
should then be combined and summarized by tree type and size class into a single (Table
1).
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Table 1. Sample data summary sheet for transect tree data.
Taxa
Oak
Maple
Hickory
Beech
Ash
Walnut
Pine
Elm
Other
Students may further analyze the data from their own transects in several ways. Here are
four suggestions:
* Students can compare the proportion of each genera of tree in each size class to see if it
is constant. If it is constant, e.g. oak trees represent the same proportion of the population
in the saplings (size class 1) as in the canopy trees (size classes III and IV), then they can
conclude that the forest is stable or regenerating. On the other hand, if they find that the
proportions change dramatically -- e.g. 90 percent of the canopy trees are oaks while only
10 percent of the seedlings are, they can conclude that the forest is changing.
* Students should graph the density of trees in each size class for the common species
(e.g., maple, oak). Regenerating trees tend to have a size distribution pattern that
decreases in density with increasing size (called an inverse J-shaped curve). Trees that
are not regenerating tend to have their peak densities at mid- to large size classes.
Students can predict which species will dominate the stand in the future by looking at
both the relative abundance of species (above) and the distribution of sizes of trees within
taxa.
* Students may also analyze the proportion of each genera of tree in each 10 m segment
of the transect to see if any edge effect is taking place. Edge effects are changes in
temperature, humidity, plant structure, and species composition that occur at or near an
edge where two habitats meet, such as when an agricultural field meets a forest. Students
may find that one genera of trees predominates near the forest edge and another
predominates in the interior. If they graph the changing proportions relative to distance
from the edge, they may be able to determine how far into the forest edge the effects may
reach.
* Individual groups can plot the density estimates for individual taxa as sampled by their
individual groups. Pairs of groups can then create a joint data set and plot the density
estimates for the combined groups. These density estimates can then be compared to the
data from all 6 transects. This exercise illustrates the power of increasing the sample size
in refining the accuracy of estimates of a mean. The more data one has available, the
more powerful the estimate of the actual value and the increased value of the data.
You may want to sponsor a research symposium where students from each transect group
present and compare their findings to those of the other groups.
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Helpful Hints:
* Make sure that the students are prepared for a morning or afternoon in the forest.
Stress to the students that they should wear long-sleeved shirts, long pants, and sturdy
shoes. You should also warn them to wear old clothes. A trip to the woods can be a
muddy event.
* You may want to bring some insect repellent. Make sure that the students read the
warning labels on the can. DEET, the most common active ingredient, melts plastic
including plastic lenses on glasses, plastic contacts, and plastic 'crystals' on
wristwatches. Emphasize that a little may go a long way.
Extensions:
* You may want to have the students consider other ways of determining if the forest is
stable or changing, have them design an observational experiment based on these
considerations, and then have them collect the data and present it to the class.
Key Words:
Opposite
Alternate
Compound
Simple
Leaf
Leaflet
Lobe
Entire
Symmetrical
Asymmetrical
Circumference
Diameter
Stable
Regenerating
Edge Effect
Density
Size Class
Taxon / Taxa
Estimate
Mean
For More Information:
* An excellent introduction to edge effects can be found in:
Blair, R. B. and H. L. Ballard. 1995. Conservation Biology: An Introduction.
Kendall-Hunt Publishers: Dubuque, Iowa.
Conservation biology is the applied science of maintaining biological diversity. This
book is a curriculum that was written to provide high-school teachers with a way to
introduce their students to the field through a series of hands-on activities. It contains
seven units, one of which highlights edge effects.
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Title: Part 2, Protocol 2a -- Survey invasive non-native species of plants.
Summary: Students survey each 10 m segment of their transect for the presence or
absence of four species and two genera of invasive non-native plants. If present, the
students estimate the density of the plants.
Goal: This protocol will provide information on the distribution and abundance of four
species of plants (garlic mustard, rocket, European high-bush cranberry, and multiflora
rose) and two complete genera (honeysuckle and buckthorn). Done on an annual basis,
this will detect changes in their distribution and abundance and will help biologists assess
whether they are crowding out plants that are native to Illinois.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, the students will be able to:
* Use reference cards to identify six species of non-native plants that are spreading in
Illinois.
* Survey for presence and absence of plant species.
* Estimate the density of plant species.
* Have a basic understanding of plants as indicators of ecological conditions.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* Basic measurement skills.
Time: Time to prepare materials
1.5 hours at site
50 minutes in classroom
Materials: Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m long rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or, recommended, a
100 m measuring tape) *
4 Sturdy Pieces of String, 7.5 m long with a large loop on one end
2 (or 4, if available) Meter Sticks *
Species Reference Cards
Data Sheet
Clipboard *
Pencil *
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Background: This protocol centers around the spread of non-native species in Illinois
and their threat to native biological diversity.
Native species are generally defined as species that were recorded in a location in the
state prior to European settlement. In contrast, non-native (or exotic species) are those
that have made their way to the state in the last few hundred years with the intentional, or
unintentional, help of humans. Few citizens realize the pervasive impact of non-native
species on our environment. Nearly all crop plants are not native; most plants growing
along most roadsides in Illinois are not native; yard grasses, garden flowers and
ornamental shrubs are, likewise, mostly non-native. Virtually the only plants that we see
in our day-to-day lives that are at least sometimes native are the roadside trees. The vast
majority of our visual landscape is a construct of human engineering. It therefore
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becomes all the more urgent that we try to protect our native habitats from this continual
onslaught of invasive non-native plants.
Native species, which have evolved in a community of other species, typically have
natural constraints to their population sizes that prevent them from becoming a
management problem. In contrast, non-native species are often particularly aggressive in
a new setting because they have not developed any mechanisms, such as herbivores, or
pathogens, that limit their populations and keep them in balance with the rest of the plant
community.
Non-native species often create a variety of management problems. A 1993 report by the
US Office of Technology Assessment estimates that non-native species have cost the US
economy over $100 billion. This estimate focuses primarily on impacts in agricultural
systems, such as crop loss, or the reduction of forage for livestock. An analogous
biological cost is incurred through the loss of biotic diversity as a result of invasions,
although it is impossible to value this in a traditional economic sense.
An additional layer to the complexity of the non-native vs. native species problem is
invasive plants. Invasive plants are those that are currently expanding their range and
numbers, usually through the help of changes in the environment brought about by
humans. Invasive plants are often non-native species but they do not have to be. For
example, some species of golden rod are native to Illinois but many grew only around the
edges of forests. When farmers came to Illinois, they cut down most of the forests in
Illinois and, at the same time, increased the amount of forest edges where the golden rod
could grow. Consequently, many species of golden rod have increased their population
size and expanded their range by growing along these edges of fields. In general, non-
native species are invasive species, but not all invasive species are non-natives. The
species which are highlighted in this protocol are both non-native and invasive.
In this protocol, the students will be looking for the occurrence of four species of plants
(garlic mustard, rocket, European high-bush cranberry, and multiflora rose) and two
genera (the honeysuckles and buckthorns). This may lead to a little confusion in that they
are looking for only one type of plant for the individual species but several types for the
two genera. The honeysuckles and buckthorns are distinctive groups, though, and should
be easy to pick out.
The students working on this protocol may finish quickly, especially if the forest is a
relatively pristine one with few invasive plants. If this is the case, have them complete
surveys of transects set up by other groups. Alternatively, if the forest is heavily infested
with targeted non-native plants this group may be the last to complete their task.
Classroom Follow-up: When you return to the classroom, have the group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator using the field data sheets.
Students may further analyze the data from the transect in several ways. Here are two
suggestions:
* They can plot the density of plants (number of individuals per square meter) against the
distance from the start of the transect to look for edge effects in distribution and
abundance. Many invasive plants are unwittingly carried to a site by humans and they
often start colonizing from the edge of the forest and move inward.
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* After the first year, students can compare their results with those of students from
previous years. They should be able to examine if new species of invasive plants are
moving into the forest, whether different species are present in more segments of the
transect, and, if it is particularly dense, whether the density is increasing or decreasing.
Because students working on different transects will be doing different activities, you
may want to sponsor a concluding symposium where each group presents its findings to
the class.
Helpful Hints:
* Despite the fact that individuals in this team are assigned specific tasks, the work load
is likely to be uneven since it is unlikely that your forest will be heavily infested with all
of the target species. Encourage students to work together to economize their efforts and
to help each other out to accomplish this task.
* Examining previous years data can help guide you as to which non-native species are
present in large numbers.
* Emphasize that detecting change is the important issue and that early detection of
colonization (finding that first invading individual) is often the hardest task.
Extensions:
* You may want to have the students investigate the history of invasive species and its
consequences in North America. An excellent source of information for this is "Seeds of
Change." See below. This resource emphasizes the cultural and botanical impacts of
European settlement on North America.
* You may want to have the students investigate local problems with invasive plants.
Your county cooperative extension agent should be a good source of information on this
topic.
* A scientific investigation of the expansion of garlic mustard in Illinois was published in:
Nuzzo, V. A. 1993. Current and historic distribution of garlic mustard (Alliaria
petiolata) in Illinois. Michigan Botanist 32(1):23-33.
This article clearly demonstrates the exponential rate of increase of this non-native
species. This pattern is typical of invading species. You may want to illustrate this rapid
expansion example by having students plot the human population of North America,
Australia, or the world as a function of time. The shape of the curves are the same.
Key Words:
Alternate
Opposite
Simple
Compound
Density
Exotic
Invasive
Non-native
Invasive
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For More Information:
* A good source of information on the botanical impacts of the settlement of North
America is contained in:
Viola, H. J. and C. Margolis. 1991. Seeds of Change. Smithsonian Institution
Press: Washington, DC. 278 pp.
This book examines the changes that took place in both the Old and New Worlds after
Columbus' voyages. It explores the exchange of plants, animals, and diseases and how
these exchanges affected both human society and the natural world.
* A recent scientific assessment of non-native species is:
Drake, J. A., H. A. Mooney, F. di Castri, R. H. Groves, F. J. Kruger, M.
Rejmanek and M. Williamson (eds.). 1989. Biological Invasions: A Global
Perspective. Wiley: New York. 525 pp.
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Title: Part 2. Protocol 2a -- Surveying for invasive non-native species of plants.
Summary: Students survey each 10 m segment of their transect for the presence or
absence of four species and two genera of invasive non-native plants. If present, the
students estimate the density of the plants.
Goal: This protocol will provide information on the distribution and abundance of four
species of plants (garlic mustard, rocket, European high-bush cranberry, and multiflora
rose) and two complete genera (honeysuckle and buckthorn). Done on an annual basis.
this will detect changes in their distribution and abundance and will help biologists assess
whether they are crowding out plants that are native to Illinois.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, the students will be able to:
* Use reference cards to identify six species of non-native plants that are spreading in
Illinois.
* Survey for presence and absence of plant species.
* Estimate the density of plant species.
* Have a basic understanding of plants as indicators of ecological conditions.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* Basic measurement skills.
Time: Time to prepare materials
1.5 hours at site
50 minutes in classroom
Materials: Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m long rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or, recommended, a
100 m measuring tape) *
4 Sturdy Pieces of String, 7.5 m long with a large loop on one end
2 (or 4, if available) Meter Sticks *
Species Reference Cards
Data Sheet
Clipboard *
Pencil *
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Background: This protocol centers around the spread of non-native species in Illinois
and their threat to native biological diversity.
Native species are generally defined as species that were recorded in a location in the
state prior to European settlement. In contrast, non-native (or exotic species) are those
that have made their way to the state in the last few hundred years with the intentional, or
unintentional, help of humans. Few citizens realize the pervasive impact of non-native
species on our environment. Nearly all crop plants are not native: most plants growing
along most roadsides in Illinois are not native; yard grasses, garden flowers and
ornamental shrubs are, likewise, mostly non-native. Virtually the only plants that we see
in our day-to-day lives that are at least sometimes native are the roadside trees. The vast
majority of our visual landscape is a construct of human engineering. It therefore
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becomes all the more urgent that we try to protect our native habitats from this continual
onslaught of invasive non-native plants.
Native species, which have evolved in a community of other species, typically have
natural constraints to their population sizes that prevent them from becoming a
management problem. In contrast, non-native species are often particularly aggressive in
a new setting because they have not developed any mechanisms, such as herbivores, or
pathogens, that limit their populations and keep them in balance with the rest of the plant
community.
Non-native species often create a variety of management problems. A 1993 report by the
US Office of Technology Assessment estimates that non-native species have cost the US
economy over $100 billion. This estimate focuses primarily on impacts in agricultural
systems, such as crop loss, or the reduction of forage for livestock. An analogous
biological cost is incurred through the loss of biotic diversity as a result of invasions,
although it is impossible to value this in a traditional economic sense.
An additional layer to the complexity of the non-native vs. native species problem is
invasive plants. Invasive plants are those that are currently expanding their range and
numbers, usually through the help of changes in the environment brought about by
humans. Invasive plants are often non-native species but they do not have to be. For
example, some species of golden rod are native to Illinois but many grew only around the
edges of forests. When farmers came to Illinois, they cut down most of the forests in
Illinois and, at the same time, increased the amount of forest edges where the golden rod
could grow. Consequently, many species of golden rod have increased their population
size and expanded their range by growing along these edges of fields. In general, non-
native species are invasive species, but not all invasive species are non-natives. The
species which are highlighted in this protocol are both non-native and invasive.
In this protocol, the students will be looking for the occurrence of four species of plants
(garlic mustard, rocket, European high-bush cranberry, and multiflora rose) and two
genera (the honeysuckles and buckthorns). This may lead to a little confusion in that they
are looking for only one type of plant for the individual species but several types for the
two genera. The honeysuckles and buckthorns are distinctive groups, though, and should
be easy to pick out.
The students working on this protocol may finish quickly, especially if the forest is a
relatively pristine one with few invasive plants. If this is the case, have them complete
surveys of transects set up by other groups. Alternatively, if the forest is heavily infested
with targeted non-native plants this group may be the last to complete their task.
Classroom Folow-up: When you return to the classroom, have the group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator using the field data sheets.
Students may further analyze the data from the transect in several ways. Here are two
suggestions:
* They can plot the density of plants (number of individuals per square meter) against the
distance from the start of the transect to look for edge effects in distribution and
abundance. Many invasive plants are unwittingly carried to a site by humans and they
often start colonizing from the edge of the forest and move inward.
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* ,After the first year, students can compare their results with those of students from
previous years. They should be able to examine if new species of invasive plants are
moving into the forest, whether different species are present in more segments of the
transect, and. if it is particularly dense, whether the density is increasing or decreasing.
Because students working on different transects will be doing different activities, you
may want to sponsor a concluding symposium where each group presents its findings to
the class.
Helpful Hints:
* Despite the fact that individuals in this team are assigned specific tasks, the work load
is likely to be uneven since it is unlikely that your forest will be heavily infested with all
of the target species. Encourage students to work together to economize their efforts and
to help each other out to accomplish this task.
* Examining previous years data can help guide you as to which non-native species are
present in large numbers.
* Emphasize that detecting change is the important issue and that early detection of
colonization (finding that first invading individual) is often the hardest task.
* The range maps on the reference cards are not the final word on whether these species
occur in your county. The maps may indicate only the amount of time botanists have
spent in your region searching for that particular species. Because of this uncertainty,
don't assume a plant is not in your area if it is not marked on the range map. In fact, it is
particularly important to look for such species because the discovery of one would
indicate that it may be spreading.
Extensions:
* You may want to have the students investigate the history of invasive species and its
consequences in North America. An excellent source of information for this is "Seeds of
Change." See below. This resource emphasizes the cultural and botanical impacts of
European settlement on North America.
* You may want to have the students investigate local problems with invasive plants.
Your county cooperative extension agent should be a good source of information on this
topic.
* A scientific investigation of the expansion of garlic mustard in Illinois was published in:
Nuzzo, V. A. 1993. Current and historic distribution of garlic mustard (Alliaria
peiolata) in Illinois. Michigan Botanist 32(1):23-33.
This article clearly demonstrates the exponential rate of increase of this non-native
species. This pattern is typical of invading species. You may want to illustrate this rapid
expansion example by having students plot the human population of North America,
Australia, or the world as a function of time. The shape of the curves are the same.
Key Words:
Alternate
Opposite
Simple
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Compound
Density
Exotic
Invasive
Non-native
Invasive
For More Information:
* A good source of information on the botanical impacts of the settlement of North
America is contained in:
Viola, H. J. and C. Margolis. 1991. Seeds of Change. Smithsonian Institution
Press: Washington, DC. 278 pp.
This book examines the changes that took place in both the Old and New Worlds after
Columbus' voyages. It explores the exchange of plants, animals, and diseases and how
these exchanges affected both human society and the natural world.
* A recent scientific assessment of non-native species is:
Drake, J. A., H. A. Mooney, F. di Castri, R. H. Groves, F. J. Kruger, M.
Rejmanek and M. Williamson (eds.). 1989. Biological Invasions: A Global
Perspective. Wiley: New York. 525 pp.
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Title: Part 2, Protocol 2b -- Evaluating vegetative complexity.
Summary: Students count and classify dead and downed wood, measure the depth of
the duff layer, estimate shrub density, and estimate foliage density along a transect.
Goal: This protocol will provide information on the distribution and abundance of dead
and decaying vegetation in the forest by measuring downed wood and the depth of the
duff along the transect. It will also provide information on the living vegetation by
estimating shrub and foliage density. Done on a regular basis, this will help biologists
assess habitat availability in the understory of the forest.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, students will be able to:
* Inventory dead and decaying wood.
* Measure duff depth.
* Estimate the number of shrub stems per hectare.
* Estimate the foliage density of the forest understory.
* Understand the use of habitat measures as indicators of habitat availability
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* Basic measurement skills.
Time Required: Time to prepare materials
2 hours at site
50 minutes in classroom
Materials: Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals *
For Downed Woody Debris --
Meter Stick marked at 5, 12.5, 25, 50, 75 cm *
Garden Trowel
Downed Woody Debris Data Sheet.
Clipboard *
Pencil *
For Understory Vegetation Structure --
10 m rope
Tent Stake
Mallet *
Large Nail
Density Board
Meter Stick *
Understory Vegetation Data Sheet
Clipboard *
Pencil *
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Background: This protocol examines the understory vegetation of the forest, both living
and non-living. The methods for measuring downed-woody debris were derived from US
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Forest Service guidelines on assessing the fuel load in a forest. Since wildfire is not an
overwhelming concern in Illinois, characterizing fuel loads is only of concern to those
managing woodlands with controlled fire. Instead, we will use these measurements to
assess habitat availability for creatures which live in downed wood. It will also be used
as a measure of whether the forest is cleared of woody debris or allowed to remain in a
less-managed state.
The duff layer of the forest is home to myriad creatures. The depth of the duff is related
to the abundance and diversity of organisms that live in it. It also provides habitat for
decomposers, including fungi, which are vital to the cycling of nutrients in the forest.
The living vegetation in the understory is a vital component of the habitat for many forest
creatures. It's complexity -- it's density and distribution -- provides a measure of the
abundance of those organisms, especially for forest songbirds.
Make the density board --
Prior to doing this protocol, students need to construct a density board, such as the
one pictured in Figure 1.
0.5m
0
Figure 1. The density board should be a checkerboard that measures 0.5 m on a
side and has black and white squares that are 10 cm on a side.
The board should be light-weight but sturdy so that it may be used in future years.
We recommend that you make it out of foam-core and use a wide felt-tip marker
to blacken the squares.
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Warn your students about poison ivy --
You may want to caution your students about poison ivy and teach them a few
tips about identification. You should stress that poison ivy is a low-growing vine
which may climb and take over a shrub or tree, that it has alternate leaves with
three leaflets, and that its leaves appear shiny or oily. If someone suspects that
they have come in contact with poison ivy, they should clean the area of contact
with rubbing alcohol. The poison-ivy rash usually takes 48 hours to develop.
Have students sample as many transects as possible --
If students complete this protocol quickly, they can do the same sampling at other
transects. Direct them to transects which are as far away as possible from the
initial transect, e.g. if the first one they do is Transect C, have them work on
Transect F next.
Classroom Follow-up: When you return to the classroom, have the group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator using the data sheets for each section.
On an additional data sheet, students enter the average values for each of the measures.
Students may analyze the data from the transect in several ways. Here are two
suggestions:
* They can plot the density of shrub stems (number of stems per square meter) against
the distance from the start of the transect to look for edge effects in distribution and
abundance. Many shrubs tend to be located near the edges of forests or in "light gaps"
where trees have fallen and the amount of sunlight reaching the forest floor is higher.
* After the first year, students can compare their results with those of students from
previous years. They should be able to examine if the duff depth or the amount of
downed woody debris forest is changing in this forest. A decrease in these usually
indicates an unhealthy forest or one where humans are clearing the downed material,
usually to use as firewood.
Because students working on different transects will be doing different activities, you
may want to sponsor a concluding symposium where each group presents its findings to
the class.
Helpful Hints:
Extensions:
* You may want the students to investigate the management history of the forest so that
they can see what led to the present conditions in the understory. Was the forest ever
clear-cut? Were farm animals allowed to graze in it? Is it currently being used as a
source of firewood?
* You may want the students to more thoroughly sample the invertebrates that live in the
duff. One way of doing this is to use a Berlese funnel, which is basically a large funnel
with a piece of screen at the narrow end and a light from the hardware store. A sample of
duff is placed in the funnel which is placed on top of a glass jar. The light is placed on
top of the funnel and left on over night. As the duff sample dries, the soil creatures sift
through the screen and out the bottom of the funnel. More detailed explanations can be
found in "How to Collect and Preserve Insects" listed below.
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* You may want the students to investigate the role of fungus in the cycling of forest
nutrients. One guide which will start them on the investigation is The Garden of
Microbial Delights by Dorion Sagan and Lynn Margulis.
Key Words:
Duff
Mycelium
Rotten
Shrub
Woody Debris
For More Information:
* A good source of information on fungus can be found in:
Sagan, D. and L. Margulis. 1993. Garden of Microbial Delights: A Practical
Guide to the Subvisible World. Kendall Hunt Publishing Company: Dubuque.
Iowa.
This book was designed for teachers who want to study the diversity of the microbial
world. Most of the book focuses on viruses, bacteria, and protoctists but the last section
covers fungi.
* A wonderful source of information on collecting and preserving insects is:
Methven, K. R., M. R. Jeffords, R. A. Weinzerl and K. C. McGiffen. 1995. How
to collect and preserve insects. Illinois Natural History Survey Special Publication
17. 76 pp. Champaign, Illinois.
This book is a heavily illustrated guide to working with insects and describes all of the
basic techniques for collecting and preserving them. It is written in a style appropriate
for the classroom. It may be purchased for $6.00 from the Distribution Center, Illinois
Natural History Survey, 607 E. Peabody Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. The order must be
prepaid. Ask for item SP-17.
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Title: Part 2, Protocol 2c -- Sampling animal life.
Summary: Monitoring groups will gather long-term data on the abundance of selected
animal groups, in order to detect changes in the forest over time. The animals used will be
snakes, salamanders, and spiders. Students will census the species of snakes and
salamanders they find underneath boards they place in the forest, and count spiders and
spider webs.
Goal: The presence, abundance, and diversity of certain groups of animals in woodlands
may often reflect general or specific aspects of woodland health. By keeping track of
changes in the numbers of these groups of animals, it may be possible to detect
deterioration or improvement in the forest ecosystem at the higher levels in the "food
chain." Amphibians (frogs, salamanders) tend to be very sensitive to disturbance or
pollution, and are most commonly encountered in relatively clean or pristine habitats.
Predators, such as snakes and spiders, often reflect the presence of their prey.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, students will be able to:
* Identify and explain the natural history of some reptiles, amphibians, and spiders.
* Understand how changes in a forest are reflected in the herbivores and predators, and not
just the plants (the principle of using "indicator taxa").
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* At least one member of the group must be able to identify snakes and/or salamanders
with a field guide.
Time Required: Time to prepare materials
2 hours at site
50 minutes in classroom
Materials: Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape) *
12 Plywood Sampling Boards (1/2-inch thick) with attached handles
Thermometer to measure air temperature
Umbrella (preferably whit or black)
Map of Transects *
Reptile and Amphibian Field Guide
Snake and Salamander Data Sheet
Spider Data Sheets
Guide to the Common Snakes and Salamanders of Illinois Forests
Clipboard *
Pencil *
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Background: Anyone who has wandered around in the woods and turned over logs and
rocks knows that there can be abundant wildlife in such places. The wildlife may not
consist of "charismatic megavertebrates" as biologists like to joke, but it will be present.
This protocol attempts to offer a glimpse into the larger organisms that live in the leaf litter.
the snakes and salamanders, as well as another important group of predators, the spiders.
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Sometimes finding snakes and salamanders may be a challenge. It may require patience
and an aptitude for turning over logs in the forest. However, turning over logs is
destructive, and doesn't lend itself well to comparing different sites because it is hard to
judge the amount of habitat different groups of students have examined. These problems
can be overcome by setting out several 2' by 2' pieces of plywood in the forest. These
boards create an artificial habitat of a known size and this allows direct comparisons
between sites. It also prevents the destruction of natural habitat.
These artificial habitats work because reptiles and amphibians cannot regulate their body
temperature internally and microhabitats, such as those offered by the boards, can be places
where the reptiles and amphibians can cool down in the summer and warm up in spring or
fall. In general. snakes are more likely to be found under sampling boards early and late in
the year than in the summer. Your students will need to exercise some caution because
there are a few venomous snakes in the southern portions of the state. Consequently, we
urge you, and the students, to not to handle any animals the students might find. Snakes
and salamanders are of particular interest to the ForestWatch monitoring because many of
them are imperiled or endangered.
The other half of this protocol centers on surveying spiders in the forest. Spiders are on
important, though often overlooked, member of the ecological web. They are predators
and their abundance reflects the abundance of their prey which is usually insects. Most
species are solitary, so one web usually belongs only to a single spider. In this protocol,
we are looking for the webs of one family of spiders, the orb weavers. The orb-weaving
spiders are the ones responsible for the spider webs of cartoon and little-kids'-drawing
fame. These webs are flat, consist of concentric rings, and usually catch flying insects.
Other families of spiders spin cobwebs, sheet webs, or funnel webs.
The students will also conduct a survey of all of the spiders that live in the understory. The
methods used are simple but fairly effective. The students place an upside-down open
umbrella under a shrub or tree and then shake the tree. They will find that a variety insects.
spiders, and other arthropods will fall onto the umbrella and their task is to quickly identify
which ones are spiders and tally them.
Classroom Follow-up: When you return to the classroom, have the group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator using the data sheets completed in the
field.
Students may further analyze the data from this protocol in several ways. Here are two
suggestions:
* They can compare the total number of salamanders and snakes under the boards close to
the forest edge to the number under those boards 100 m in to check for edge effects
* They can compare the number of spider webs they find in each 10 m segment of the
transect to see if spiders tend to live near the forest edge or in the forest interior.
* After the first year, students can compare their results with those of students from
previous years. They should be able to examine if the number of species of snakes and
salamanders, or the number of individuals of all species is increasing or decreasing. They
should also be able to compare changes in the number of spiders webs, the total numbers
of spiders, and the number of types of spiders that they find in the transect.
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Because students working on different transects will be doing different activities, you may
want to sponsor a concluding symposium where each group presents its findings to the
class.
Helpful Hints:
* Be prepared for an emergency, with a snakebite freeze kit, and know the nearest
emergency facilities. If some students are afraid of snakes, do not force them to participate
directly in the protocol.
* You may want to warn the students who are doing this protocol to be careful about
destroying spiders webs when they are doing Part 2, Protocol 1 earlier in the day.
* The range maps snake and salamander guide are not the final word on whether these
species occur in your area. The maps may indicate only the amount of time herpetologists
have spent in your region searching for that particular species. Because of this uncertainty.
don't assume a snake or salamander is not in your area if it is not marked on the range map.
In fact, it is particularly important to look for such species because the discovery of one
would be an interesting find.
Extensions:
* Spiders can be a fascinating group to study in the classroom or outside. Students can
check to see if a web is occupied by a spider by throwing a live fly into the web. The
vibrations caused by the fly will bring out the spider from its hiding place, if it has one.
The students may also check the condition of the spider by seeing if it has all of its legs or
is carrying an egg case. For more information, see the books listed below.
Key Words:
Amphibian
Salamander
Reptile
Snake
Spider
Insect
Pheromone
For More Information:
* The best, and least expensive guide to the amphibians and reptiles of Illinois is:
Smith, P. W. 1961. The amphibians and reptiles of Illinois. Illinois Natural
History Survey Bulletin 28(1): 1-298.
It may be purchased for $4.00 from the Distribution Center, Illinois Natural History
Survey, 607 E. Peabody Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. The order must be prepaid. Ask for
item B28-1.
* A good source of information on spiders is:
Levi, H. W. and L. R. Levi. 1987. Spiders and their kin. Golden Press: New
York. 160 pp.
This book is one of the Golden Guides. It is a thorough, well-written, colorful, and simple
introduction to spiders.
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* A good source of information on teaching about spiders and just about everything else
outdoors is:
Comstock, A. B. 1967. Handbook of Nature Study. Cornell University Press:
Ithaca, New York. 886 pp.
This book was originally published in 1911 but it is as useful today as when it was printed.
It has been updated several times to keep it scientifically accurate and it has sections on
Teaching Nature Study, Animals, Plants, and Earth and Sky. It is arranged in teachable
units based on such topics as "The Funnel Web of a Grass Spider" or "Prickly Lettuce. a
Compass Plant". These units give background. a leading thought for a lesson and then a
series of leading questions for the teacher. You may order it from Cornell University
Publishing, 512 East State Street, Ithaca NY 14850.
* One guide written specifically about the spiders of Illinois is:
Moulder, Bennett. 1992. A guide to the common spiders of Illinois. Illinois State
Museum Popular Science Series, Vol. X. Springfield, Illinois.
* If you have students who are seriously interested in measuring and monitoring amphibian
diversity, the best source of information is:
W. R. Heyer, M. A. Donnelly, R. W. McDiarmid, L. C. Hayek and M. S. Foster
eds. Measuring and monitoring biological diversity: Standard methods for
amphibians. Smithsonian Institution Press: Washington DC.
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Title: Part 2. Protocol 2d -- Evaluating forest and tree health.
Summary: Students select five canopy trees along the transect; identify them to genus:
characterize height; estimate crown density, foliage transparency and the ratio of crown to
trunk: and evaluate trunk condition. They also select 15 saplings, identify them to genus,
evaluate vigor, and estimate crown ratio.
Goal: This protocol will provide information on the health of individual trees in the forest
by evaluating such factors as crown and trunk condition. Over time, slight changes in
these factors may identify problems sooner than the less subtle measures used in other
protocols (such as the size of a tree and whether it is alive or dead).
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, students will be able to:
* Evaluate tree health by characterizing height, crown density, foliage transparency, crown
ratio and trunk condition by comparing live specimens to a range of these conditions
presented on reference cards.
* Evaluate sapling vigor and crown ratio by comparing live specimens to a range of these
conditions presented on reference cards.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* Ability to identify the six most common genera of trees with the aid of reference cards.
Time Required: Time to prepare materials
2 hours at site
50 minutes in classroom
Materials: Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m long rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape) *
For Canopy Trees --
Genus Identification Cards from Part 2, Protocol 1 *
Taxonomist's Key from Part 2, Protocol 1 *
Crown Density Worksheets 1 and 2
2 Foliage Transparency Reference Cards
Crown Ratio Reference Card
Trunk Condition Reference Card
Tree Height Reference Card
Calculator
Canopy Data Sheet
Meter stick *
Clipboard *
Pencil *
For Sapling Trees --
Genus Identification Cards from Part 2, Protocol 1 *
Taxonomist's Key from Part 2, Protocol 1 *
Vigor Class Reference Card
Crown Ratio Reference Card
Sapling Data Sheet
Meter Stick *
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Clipboard *
Pencil *
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Background: One of the easier ways to check on forest health is to examine the condition
of the forest canopy -- the leafy 'roof' of the forest.
Methods for assessing the density of the canopy and the condition of tree trunks and
crowns have long been used by forest managers to "spot-check" for growth problems,
signs of increasing mortality, and major defoliation by pests.
The idea behind using canopy characteristics to detect pollution damage or insect defoliation
couldn't be simpler: a thick, closed canopy with few missing branches is good, completely
bare branches are bad, and many gradations between these two extremes exist. The
problem with such simple measures is in interpreting the data: many different mechanisms
may damage trees and not all of them suggest concern over environmental quality. For
example, severe weather often damages tree canopies. Observing storm damage to a forest
may suggest to a forester that damaged trees be harvested before they die, allowing
healthier trees to replace them in the canopy. Damage as a result of windstorms does not,
however, suggest an overall decline in forest health. Thus, data from this protocol can
only suggest possible mechanisms for damage that would require further investigation.
Nonetheless, these signs are important to track. European forests are showing severe signs
of decreasing tree health, as are certain forests in the northeastern United States. Early
detection of forest decline symptoms in Illinois may be able to assist in preventing forest
decline problems from becoming chronic..
Classroom Follow-up: When you return to the classroom, have the group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator using the data sheets completed in the
field.
Students may analyze the data from the transect in several ways. Here are a few
suggestions:
* They can plot any of the factors measured -- crown density, foliage transparency, crown
ratio, or trunk condition -- against distance from the start of the transect to look for edge
effects in canopy condition.
* They can plot any of the factors measured -- crown density, foliage transparency, crown
ratio, or trunk condition - with respect to the type of tree affected to see if different genera
are experiencing differences in defoliation.
* They can compare the differences in vigor and crown ratio between genera of saplings to
see if different genera seem to be doing better than others in the understory of this forest.
* After the first year, students can compare their results with those of students from
previous years to see if trends in canopy condition change gradually from year to year or if
they vary with no discernible pattern.
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Because students working on different transects will be doing different activities. you may
want to sponsor a concluding symposium where each group presents its findings to the
class.
Helpful Hints:
* This exercise requires an unusually large amount of decision making on the part of the
students. Visual estimates can be difficult, and individuals often vary in their assessments
while looking at the same tree. Assigning students to this group who will work well
together is recommended.
Extensions:
* You may want the students to do Part 3, Protocol 2 -- Leaf Herbivory which presents an
in-depth analysis of defoliation by looking at individual leaves, classifying the types of leaf
damage, and identifying possible culprits in causing this damage.
* You may want the students to do an in-depth study on gypsy moths. Gypsy moth
caterpillars are a European species that was introduced into the United States in
Massachusetts in 1869. They are now found throughout the northeastern United States,
including Illinois. Gypsy moths are pests because their caterpillars feed on the leaves of
over 500 species of plants and when a population boom occurs, they may defoliate entire
trees. A good source of information on Gypsy moths is "Legacy of a Pest."
Key Words:
Acid Rain
Canopy
Crown
Defoliation
Foliage
Ozone
Subcanopy
Sapling
Understory
For More Information:
* A good source of information on Gypsy moths can be found in:
Case, L. J., J. L. Wissmann, M. R. Jeffords. 1988. Legacy of a Pest. Illinois
Natural History Survey, Special Publication 9. Illinois Natural History Survey,
607 E. Peabody Dr. Champaign, IL 61820.
This book is a curriculum designed for fifth through tenth grade students. Some activities
are geared to younger students while others are geared to older ones. The chapters include
sections on defining insects, food webs, taxonomy, the life cycle of the Gypsy moth. and
how Gypsy moths interact with the forest. This may be purchased for $5.00 from the
Distribution Center, Illinois Natural History Survey, 607 E. Peabody Dr., Champaign, IL
61820. The order must be prepaid. Ask for item SP9.
* A good source of information and activities centered on acid rain can be found in the
GEMS: Great Explorations in Math and Science book "Acid Rain" by Colin Hocking,
Jacqueline Barber and Jan Coonrod.
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This book has eight activities that foster scientific inquiry and critical thinking skills as
students learn about acids and the pH scale, make "fake lakes" and determine how the pH
changes after an acid rainstorm, present a play focusing on the effects of acid rain on
aquatic life and hold a town meeting to discuss possible solutions to the problem of acid
rain. Students also play a "startling statements" game and conduct a plant growth
experiment to determine the effect of various dilutions of acid on seed germination. In
addition to providing much information on acid rain, the unit encourages students to
analyze complex environmental issues for themselves and emphasizes community
cooperation.
For more information contact GEMS at the Lawrence Hall of Science, University of
California, Berkeley, CA 94720-5200 or call 510-642-7771.
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Title: Part 2. Protocol 2e -- Surveying for disturbance-sensitive plant species.
Summary: Students survey each 10 m segment of their transect for the presence or
absence of six species of plants which are sensitive to human disturbance. If present, the
students estimate the density of the plants.
Goal: This protocol will provide information on the distribution and abundance of six
species of plants (blue cohosh, maidenhair fern, small bellwort, doll's eyes, white trillium
or yellow trout lily, and bleeding hearts or spiderwort). Done on an annual basis, this
census will detect changes in the plant's distribution and abundance and will help
biologists assess whether conditions for native plants are improving or deteriorating in
Illinois.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, the students will be able to:
* Use reference cards to identify six species of native plants which are sensitive to
human disturbance.
* Survey for presence and absence of plant species.
* Estimate the density of plant species.
* Have a basic understanding of plants as indicators of ecological conditions
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* Ability to identify particular plants using reference cards.
Time: Preparation of materials
1.5 hours at site
50 minutes in classroom
Materials: Per Group of Five Students (One Group Total)
110 m long rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or, recommended, a
100 m measuring tape) *
4 Sturdy pieces of string, 7.5 m long with a large loop on one end
2 (or 4, if available) meter sticks
Species Reference Cards
Data Sheet
Clipboard *
Pencil *
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Background: This protocol focuses on species of plants that are native to Illinois.
Native species are generally defined as those that were found in the state before
Europeans settled the area. These plants evolved under the biological and physical
conditions in the state and within the plant communities where they now exist.
Consequently, they "fit in" to these communities. When these conditions change, it
affects the distribution and abundance of these native plants.
Many of our native flowering plants are good indicators of the quality of our forests for
this reason. These species are often the first to disappear when a forest is used for
grazing, when the first non-native species invade, or when air pollution starts affecting a
forest. Consequently, tracking the abundance of these plants is one good way to record
the changes in the ecological health of our forests. The suite of native species selected
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for this protocol are known to be particularly sensitive to these sort of changes brought
about by humans.
In this protocol, the students will be looking for the occurrence of six species of plants.
Those in the northern part of the state (north of Effingham) will survey blue cohosh.
maidenhair fair, small bellwort, doll's eyes. white trillium, and bleeding-hearts. Those in
the southern part of the state (south of Effingham) will replace the last two with yellow
trout lily and spiderwort.
Bleeding-hearts are actually one genus containing two species: Dutchman's breeches and
squirrel corn. These two species are fairly similar in appearance, but since both indicate
less-disturbed forests, the students should note the presence of either.
The students working on this protocol may finish quickly, especially if the forest is
disturbed and contains few of these plants. If this is the case, have them complete
surveys of transects set up by other groups.
Classroom Follow-up: When you return to the classroom, have the group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator.
The data to be submitted are: whether each species is present or not somewhere in the
sampling area; the frequency of occurrence in plot segments for each species (the number
of plot segments divided by the total number sampled); and the mean plot density for
each species. See Table 1.
Species Present/Absent Frequency Mean plot
density
Blue Cohosh
Maidenhair Fern
Small Bellwort
Doll's Eyes
White Trillium or
Yellow Trout Lily
Bleedingl Hearts
or Spiderwort
Students may further analyze the data from the transect in several ways. Here are two
suggestions:
* They can plot the density of plants (number of individuals per square meter) against the
distance from the start of the transect to look for edge effects in distribution and
abundance. Disturbance, in the form of human intrusion or the invasion of non-native
plants, often moves from the edge of the forest inward.
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* After the first year, students can compare their results with those of students from
previous years. They should be able to examine if new species of disturbance-sensitive
plants are moving into the forest, whether different species are present in more segments
of the transect, and, if it is particularly dense, whether the density is increasing or
decreasing.
Because students working on different transects will be doing different activities, you
may want to sponsor a concluding symposium where each group presents its findings to
the class.
Helpful Hints:
* Despite the fact that individuals in this team are assigned specific tasks, the work load
is likely to be uneven since it is unlikely that your forest will have abundant levels of the
target species. Encourage students to work together to economize their efforts and to help
each other out to accomplish this task.
* The range maps on the reference cards are not the final word on whether these species
occur in your county. The maps may indicate only the amount of time botanists have
spent in your region searching for that particular species. Because of this uncertainty,
don't assume a plant is not in your area if it is not marked on the range map. In fact, it is
particularly important to look for such species because the discovery of one would
indicate a healthier forest than would be expected.
Extensions:
* You may want to have the students investigate the origins of some common plants that
they know. They will be surprised that most of the ornamental plants used in gardens are
actually species that are not native to Illinois. The students could then look into
gardening using native species of plants.
* You may want to have the students investigate the abilities of certain plants to serve as
indicators of environmental conditions. For example, they could grow plants under
different watering regimes where the pH is varied as a way of simulating differing levels
of acid precipitation. For more information on experiments that you can do with plants in
the classroom, contact Wisconsin Fast Plants.
Key Words:
Native
Non-native
Indicator species
Disturbance
For More Information:
* A wonderful source of information on using plants for experiments in the classroom is:
Wisconsin Fast Plants
University of Wisconsin -Madison
Department of Plant Pathology
1630 Linden Dr.
Madison, WI 53706
Telephone: (608)-263-2634 or 1-(800)-462-7417
FAX: (608)-263-2626.
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E-mail: fastplants@calshp.cals.wisc.edu
WWW: http://fastplants.cals.wisc.edu/
They have instructions and lesson plans for investigating many facets of plant biology
using plants that grow quickly with a minimum of materials. Two lessons that are
appropriate for extending this protocol are one on the use of plants for bioassays and
another on the effects of increased carbon dioxide on plant growth.
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Title: Protocol 2f -- Surveying for signs of human use.
Summary: Students either sit and listen or walk through the forest for 15-minute periods
to observe both visible and audible signs of forest activity, including past and present
human impacts that affect forest quality.
Goal: This protocol will provide information on the level of human impact on the forest
site as well as how well one can perceive animal use of a forested site. Done on a regular
basis, this will help biologists assess habitat in terms of human and animal use.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, students will be able to:
* Quietly observe their surroundings for signs of human impact and animal life.
* Recognize many signs of human influence on forested habitats.
* Understand that human impacts go beyond whether trees are cut or not.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with directed groupwork.
* Basic measurement skills.
* Patience and an ability to sit quietly.
Time Required: Time to prepare materials
2 hours at site
50 minutes in classroom
Materials: Per person in group
110 m rope knotted at 10 m intervals (or 100 m measuring tape) *
Compass *
Site map (or sketch)
Whistle
Watch
Stationary Listener and Wandering Observer Data Sheets
Pencil *
Clipboard *
* indicates items used or developed in previous protocols
Background:
Often the most interesting and useful observations regarding a forest and its habitat
quality are not easily categorized and measured through standardized procedures. This
protocol allows participants to contribute in ways not constrained by the specifics of
previous methodologies. This protocol also allows input of information from beyond the
constrained area of the sampling transects themselves.
Classroom Folow-up: When you return to the classroom, have the group prepare its
data for submission to the ForestWatch coordinator using the data sheets completed in the
field.
Students may analyze the data from the protocol in several ways. Here are a few
suggestions:
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* Students may compare their lists to see if "Wanderers" or "Listeners" were more
successful at observing human impacts and animal use.
* Students may divide their observations between those they perceive as implying good
habitat quality versus those implying poor habitat quality. They may then discuss and
explain their reasoning behind these decisions.
* After the first year of ForestWatch, students may compare their lists to those of
previous years to see if the numbers and types of observation that are made are different
and/or changing in a discernible pattern.
Because students working on different transects will be doing different activities, you
may want to sponsor a concluding symposium where each group presents its findings to
the class.
Helpful Hints:
* This protocol requires patience and the ability to function responsibly independent of
coordinator or group supervision. This protocol also requires students to keep track of
their location and not become lost (although the instructions have students remaining
within hearing distance of the main group).
* This protocol is much more open-ended and flexible than any other. Students are likely
to have questions regarding various observations as to whether they are appropriate. In
general, the answer is always yes. While much of this novel information will not provide
data that we can analyze, it may suggest re-thinking the systematic data that we collect to
incorporate information derived from insightful observation.
Extensions:
* You may wish to have the students devise a different way to assess the impact humans
are having on the forest. Ask them what factors they think are important and how they
could measure them.
Key Words:
Prairie Grove Tree
Indicators
Human Impact
For More Information:
* To see how one set of scientists went about evaluating the impact of humans via their
pet cats, look up:
Churcher, P. B., and J. H. Lawton. 1987. Predation by domestic cats in an
English village. Journal of Zoology 212:439-455.
This article can be the basis for discussing how scientists approach the problem of
evaluating the effects humans have on their local environments.
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Title: Part 3, Protocol 1 -- Insect Census
Summary: Monitoring groups gather long-term data on the abundance of selected insect
groups, in order to detect changes in the forest at their site over time.
Goal: The ecology of certain groups of insects are such that their presence, abundance.
and diversity in woodlands may often reflect general or specific aspects of woodland
health. By keeping track of changes in the numbers of these groups of insects, it may be
possible to detect deterioration or improvement in the forest ecosystem. However, we
presently know little about the specific relationships of many insect groups or species to
forest health This protocol is designed to encourage people to begin gathering data that can
be used to help design future biomonitoring protocols.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, volunteers/students will be able
to:
* identify some forest insects and describe their natural history.
* understand the principles involved in census data.
* describe how changes in a forest are reflected in insects with diverse ecological
requirements (the principle of using "indicator taxa").
* participate directly in the acquisition of entirely new scientific data and the development
of new biomonitoring tools.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* At least one member of a monitoring group must be able to identify the target insect
group(s) to species, even if only with a field guide.
* Familiarity with insect collection and preservation. We list the recommended references
below.
Materials: Per Monitoring Group
Pencil
Clipboard
Insect Collecting Equipment
Insect Field Guide(s) or Taxonomic Keys
Map of Census Route or Study Site
Background: In this protocol, we suggest that you limit your censusing efforts to a
specific group of insects and avoid mass collecting of anything that flies, hops, or crawls
by. It is a simpler approach but it requires two skills which are not simple: proficiency in
collecting/observing a group of insects, and ability to recognize members of that group to
the species level.
The basic approach differs somewhat from that for plants, in that rather than being based
on units of area, it is generally based on units of time, and is much more subject to
variation between census-takers (since different people will walk at different speeds and be
more or less able to spot or catch small, elusive species, etc.), unless some sort of trapping
is used.
A census-taker needs to designate a fixed route marked on a site map, and designate a fixed
amount of time to be spent walking each portion of that route. Even if no two census-
takers in different areas cover the same amount of ground in the same amount of time, as
long as each one does things exactly the same for each census, and the two are at the same
time of year, the results can be compared.
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For example, volunteer A walks a half-mile butterfly census route, and takes 1 hour to
complete it, the third week of May each year, while volunteer B walks a mile in 3 hours.
Assume that over 5 years, volunteer A's counts for species X are 100. 100, 20. 50, and
75, while B's counts for the same species are 250, 200, 50, 50, and 175.
The two data sets can't be compared directly, because they are based on different times,
distances, and observers. They can be compared, however, in terms of relative changes in
species numbers, in which case the two are very similar, and can be used to suggest that
species X declined in years 3 and 4, and showed signs of recovery in year 5.
The absolute numerical values are not nearly as important as the relative changes from year
to year. which is why it's absolutely crucial that a volunteer walk the same route in the
same amount of time (so the changes in numbers only reflect real changes in species
abundance, rather than changes in technique).
There are a few groups to consider working with:
* Butterflies are the group of insects which offers the best combination of diversity
(some 150 species in Illinois), visibility, catchability, and ease of identification
(many can be identified without resort to capture), and is probably a good first
choice. Although only a few types are more common in woodlands than around the
edges, and most species encountered may not be very indicative of woodland
health. The two best references for recognizing Illinois species are Shull and Opler,
listed in "For More Information."
* Longhored beetles (family Cerambycidae) are much more intimately associated
with forests because most bore in dead wood or living trees and shrubs. There are
over 200 species which occur in Illinois, the majority of which are distinctive in
appearance, and a fair number of which are specific to one or a few host plants.
They are easy to collect because they can be found on flowers, foliage or fallen
wood, reared from collected twigs, and attracted to fermented fruit traps or black
lights. There is a field guide in preparation which will give details of these
collecting methods, and allow for identification of all species occurring in Illinois.
* The horseflies and deerflies (family Tabanidae) are a third group of insects which
is abundant and diverse (about 85 species) in Illinois woodlands and they are
especially common in moist habitats. They are perhaps best collected by trapping,
and there is a type of trap which collects only these flies; there is also a good key
available for Illinois species, though it is rather technical and requires use of a
microscope. This group is difficult to work on without access to a good reference
collection.
* Bumblebees in Illinois will soon be featured in a field guide. Unfortunately,
there is some risk associated with collecting them, and some question as to whether
they are likely to be good indicators of forest health, so we are not recommending a
bumblebee census at this point.
Classroom follow-up: If you are making a voucher collection (below), there will be no
shortage of activity in pinning, spreading, and labeling specimens in the classroom, as well
as identification. "How to Collect and Preserve Insects" is a great guide describing these
activities and it was specifically written for classroom use. See "For More Information".
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Helpful Hints:
* There are few experiences more memorable than operating a blacklight on a warm,
moon-less summer night -- one can attract thousands of insects in a matter of hours, of
hundreds upon hundreds of different species. The rewards can be great, but remember that
the light should be visible from as far away as possible (an elevated, exposed location
overlooking fields or woods is ideal), and those working near the light should try as much
as possible not to look directly at the bulb. Black lights, as well as portable battery packs.
can be fairly expensive, but are easy to obtain through suppliers such as BioQuip.
Extensions:
Making a voucher collection --
Since you may be working with a group of insects for many years, it is desirable, if
not absolutely necessary, to either have access to or to create a "voucher collection"
which contains representative specimens of all the species of the group you are
censusing. Some of you may have access to a suitable museum or private
collection, and if not, you might want to donate specimens you are collecting to a
permanent collection where the material can be maintained properly, yet still remain
accessible to you for reference. Make sure you are familiar with proper collection
and preservation techniques, especially those regarding pinning and labeling of
specimens. Most field guides give details, and personnel at most collections can
also assist you. Always take care when working with insect specimens. With
modest precautions, a pinned insect can last over 100 years perfectly intact. We
recommend the recent publication by Methven and others listed below.
You should strive, for each and every species, to reach a point where it is no longer
necessary for you to capture and kill a specimen in order to identify it. Your
voucher collection should not consist of hundreds upon hundreds of specimens of
common species (it could be as little as a pair of each sex, or however many
different variants there may be of a variable species). Ideally, if there are multiple
monitoring groups in the state working on the same group, they can share and pool
their resources, which will result in fewer voucher collections, but each collection
will be much more complete. This should always be viewed as a cooperative
venture, rather than competitive, so a collection with several specimens of a rare
species should be willing to trade them for species in other collections, to the
benefit of all involved.
Whenever possible, questionable material in voucher collections should be
examined by an authority on that insect group, to ensure the identifications are
correct. Unfortunately, for some groups, authorities are few and far between, so
when contacting such individuals, be polite and prudent -- they may have many
professional obligations, so the smaller the amount of material you ask them to
examine, the better!.
Other insect groups you may want to monitor --
There is a widely-available field guide to Eastern moths which includes numerous
species, but there are only a few groups of moths for which every Illinois species is
listed, so one should be personally familiar with a group rather than trusting such a
field guide to be an infallible resource.
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For those of you who are profoundly curious in some other group of insects such
as Scarab beetles (Scarabaeidae), Ground beetles (Carabidae), or even obscure
groups like Scorpionflies (Mecoptera), it is often possible to find good keys in the
primary scientific literature, but such an undertaking is hardly for the average
volunteer group.
It should also be mentioned that there are plans to establish a national network of
Butterfly Censuses, and you might wish to join in such an effort, though such a
program will almost certainly insist upon censuses to be walked at uniform speed,
and with sight identification only, like a bird census. This ensures a greater
uniformity of technique among different observers, but sacrifices much in the way
of detail. It all hinges upon whether one believes that direct comparison of numbers
between different observers is necessary (or whether it is inappropriate no matter
what), and this is a debatable point. The pioneering work in Britain (reference
below; Pollard & Yates) suggests that direct comparison is inappropriate, but it
remains to be seen whether programs in this country will learn from this example.
Focus your collection efforts! --
We do not recommend the general use of any collection techniques which are not
specific to one or a small group of species. Many research programs make use of
light traps, flight-intercept traps, pitfall traps, etc. (details of construction and use
can be found in various entomology texts) which automatically collect large
numbers of insects and other organisms. There are significant drawbacks to most
of these passive collection methods (and a few other collecting techniques, such as
Berlese traps) which make them impractical and undesirable for volunteer
biomonitoring: (1) the vast majority of specimens collected will require
microscopic identification work to sort them out, and a great deal of entomological
training to be able to do so effectively, since a single sample may contain hundreds
of species; (2) the total numbers of specimens tends to be huge, and even if one is
able to recognize and sort them effectively, it requires many hours to sort through
even moderate numbers of samples; (3) specimens collected in traps with liquid
reservoirs are often damaged or rendered unrecognizable in the process (especially
moths); (4) all of the insects are killed in the process, and some traps (e.g. pitfall
traps filled with antifreeze) pose extreme risks to small vertebrates in the area; (5)
passive collecting is not necessarily the most efficient collection method, because no
trap catches 100 percent of the insects attracted to it (see example below).
If only specific groups are being removed from large trap samples, this results in
large amounts of unsorted insects which are either disposed of (a true waste) or
gathering dust, which is also a waste. True, the specimens might be given to a
museum or university, but it is an unfortunate reality that virtually no scientific
institutions have the personnel to be able to completely process large amounts of
unidentified insects, no matter what their ultimate scientific value might be. Unless
a specific research agenda is being pursued, and arrangements for specimen
processing can be made in advance, many institutions will not be willing to house
unpinned, unidentified insects indefinitely. It is our opinion that mass collections
such as these should be the last alternative for those interested in using insects in a
timely and practical manner for ecological monitoring.
If the goal is to acquire large samples of specific insect groups, then techniques
should preferentially be used which are specific to that group. For example, for
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monitoring cerambycid beetles, one could put out a fruit bait trap, which will attract
certain types of cerambycids and a few other insect groups. The passive approach
might be a blacklight trap, which would collect thousands of miscellaneous insects
and a small number of cerambycids, which would then have to sorted out by hand
later. It is possible, however, to collect as many or more specimens if one simply
waits by a blacklight placed on a white sheet (no "trap" at all), and picks out the
cerambycids by hand as they arrive -- the total amount of time spent might not
ultimately be very different, and only the targeted group is killed (if killed at all:
many species may be easily identified in the field, marked, and released).
Passive collection techniques can become practical when it is known in advance that
a large proportion of the insects collected will be utilized, such as when several
different monitoring efforts (with different target organisms) are using the same set
of collected material, or if one is working with very small insects which are not
easily collected except by trapping (e.g., rove beetles). While passive trapping may
have some advantage in improving statistical applicability of sampling data, it is still
subject to unpredictable effects of environmental conditions, such as wind speed
and direction, and traps can easily fail while unattended (due to things like a fallen
branch or passing mammal).
Key Words:
Insects
Moths
Butterflies
Scarab beetles (family Scarabaeidae)
Ground beetles (family Carabidae),
Scorpionflies (order Mecoptera),
Horseflies and deerflies (family Tabanidae)
Longhorned beetles (family Cerambycidae)
Census routes
Trapping and baiting
For More Information:
* A wonderful source of information on collecting and preserving insects is:
Methven, K. R., M. R. Jeffords, R. A. Weinzerl and K. C. McGiffen. 1995. How
to collect and preserve insects. Illinois Natural History Survey Special Publication
17. 76 pp. Champaign, Illinois.
This book is a heavily illustrated guide to working with insects and describes all of the
basic techniques for collecting and preserving them. It is written in a style appropriate for
the classroom. It may be purchased for $6.00 from the Distribution Center, Illinois Natural
History Survey, 607 E. Peabody Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. The order must be prepaid.
Ask for item SP-17.
* The two books listed below are good general guides to the butterflies and moths of
Illinois:
Covell, C.V. Jr.. 1984. Field Guide to the Moths of Eastern North America.
[Peterson Field Guide series]. Houghton Mifflin: Boston. 496 pp.
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Opler. P.A. 1992. A Field Guide to Eastern Butterflies. [Peterson Field Guide
series]. Houghton Mifflin: Boston. 414 pp.
* The following books are excellent guides for identifying certain groups of midwestern
insects to species.
Heitzman, J. R. & J. E. 1987. Butterflies and Moths of Missouri. Missouri
Department of Conservation, PO Box 180, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102. 385
pp.
Pechuman, L. L., Webb, D. W., Teskey, H. J. 1983. The Diptera. or True Flies.
of Illinois. I. Tabanidae. Illinois Natural History Survey Bulletin 33: 1-122. [This
may be purchased for $4.00 from the Distribution Center, Illinois Natural History
Survey, 607 E. Peabody Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. The order must be prepaid.
Ask for item B33-1.]
Shull, E. M. 1987. Butterflies of Indiana. Indian Academy of Science,
Bloomington. Distributed by Indiana University Press. 262 pp.
Yanega, D., Bouseman, J. K. in prep. Field Guide to Northeastern Longhorned
Beetles. [Contract the Distribution Center, Illinois Natural History Survey, 607 E.
Peabody Dr., Champaign, IL 61820 for information on availability and cost.]
* If you are interested in monitoring butterflies:
Pollard, E., Yates, T. J. 1993. Monitoring Butterflies for Ecology and
Conservation. Chapman & Hall: New York. 274 pp.
Panzer, R., D. Stillwaugh, and D. Taron. 1992. Butterfly monitoring guidelines
for the Chicago Region. Handbook of the Butterfly Monitoring Network.
The National Biological Service coordinates a national butterfly monitoring
network. Contact Sam Droege, National Biological Service, 12100 Beech Forest
Dr., Laurel MD 20708.
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Title: Part 3, Protocol 2 -- Leaf Damage Profiles
Summary: Monitoring groups classify the types of leaf damage caused by herbivores on
different species of tree.
Goal: This protocol will provide information on the type and amounts of damage being
done by herbivores to the leaves of individual trees over a number of years.
Learning Objectives: After completing this protocol, volunteers/students will be able
to:
* Identify some forest trees.
* Sample leaves for herbivore damage using appropriate techniques.
* Describe the effects of herbivores and diseases on tree health.
Prerequisite Knowledge/Skills:
* Familiarity with cooperative learning.
* At least one member of the group must be able to identify trees to species using a field
guide and to tell which leaves belong to a given species.
Time required: 30 minutes to one hour per tree sampled, depending on proportion of
damaged leaves.
Materials: Per Sampling Group:
Leaf Damage Reference Card
Several small boxes or bags
Hula Hoop
Map of trees being sampled
Tree Field Guide or Taxonomist's Key (from Part 2, Protocol 1)
Pencil
Clipboard
Background: Generally speaking, anything which reduces the leaf surface area of a tree
will reduce its ability to fix carbon through photosynthesis, and thus grow (the soil
supplies water and minerals, but virtually all of the dry weight of a tree is derived from
atmospheric carbon brought in via the leaves). The cumulative stress placed on a tree by
the removal of even a small average percentage of leaf surface can be substantial, when
summed over thousands of leaves. The potential for stress is increased if the leaf has
already grown to full size and then been damaged, because the tree has already spent a great
deal of energy to create that leaf in the first place. Further, an assessment of leaf damage
categories can provide general information on the types and abundances of herbivores. If
we were to observe large changes in a certain category of leaf damage, we could predict
either herbivore outbreaks or population crashes. Thus, data from this protocol could
provide an early warning for changes in dominant forest insect herbivores.
A number of different types of herbivores and diseases can damage leaves and place stress
on trees, and it can be useful to distinguish between as many of these different factors as
possible. A general measure of canopy cover will not, for example, tell you WHY the
canopy is so thin on oak trees two successive years and not the next, but a more detailed
analysis might reveal that one year there was primarily leaf chewing damage, the next year
was mostly skeletonizing and mining, and the third year mostly galls formed -- all three
years involving a different sort of stress, and none of which could be noticed from a
canopy cover analysis.
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This protocol is designed to let you perform more detailed analyses, as many types of
damage, especially mines and galls, are specific to a single species and readily
recognizable.
The palatability of individual trees within a species can vary considerably and,
consequently, some trees will be consistently more vulnerable to herbivory and disease.
Thus it is important to visit the exact same trees each season -- so any changes in
measurements of leaf damage will reflect actual changes, rather than being a result of
switching from sampling a disease-prone tree to a disease-resistant tree or vice-versa. It is
also true that many insects and mites will only attack a single host species, while others are
generalists. You can often find two trees of different species side-by-side, one almost dead
from insects and disease, and the other untouched because the pests attack only one of the
two species.
Classroom Follow-up: If curious, you can take galled leaves back to the classroom
and cut open the galls. Under a microscope, it may be possible to see the mites, thrips, or
aphids which inhabit the gall tissues. The classroom might be a good place to discuss
comparisons between different trees, of the same and different species.
Likewise, mined leaves provide an opportunity to closely examine mine chambers for either
the presence of the insect, or to track the course of an insect through the leaf to assess
which parts of the leave are most heavily mined (many leaf miners will not cross midrib
veins in leaves).
Helpful Hints:
* If you are in an area experiencing a major pest outbreak, such as Gypsy moths, many
leaves will be so completely consumed that there is nothing left but the midrib. This can
make assessment of damage (by use of this protocol) rather difficult.
Extensions:
* Certain types of trees, such as walnuts, hickories, and oaks, drop large nuts which can
also be assessed for damage, particularly from seed-boring insects (acorn weevils, for
example). The same techniques used for leaf damage can be applied here, to gain
information on a different class of herbivore damage, and one that may well be a significant
threat, since it influences reproduction.
For More Information:
* A good source of information on Gypsy moths can be found in:
Case, L. J., J. L. Wissmann, M. R. Jeffords. 1988. Legacy of a Pest. Illinois
Natural History Survey, Special Publication 9. Champaign, Illinois.
This book is a curriculum designed for fifth through tenth grade students. Some activities
are geared to younger students while others are geared to older ones. The chapters include
sections on defining insects, food webs, taxonomy, the life cycle of the Gypsy moth, and
how Gypsy moths interact with the forest. This may be purchased for $5.00 from the
Distribution Center, Illinois Natural History Survey, 607 E. Peabody Dr., Champaign. IL
61820. The order must be prepaid. Ask for item SP9.
* A guide to the trees of Illinois is:
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Mohlenbrock, R. H. 1980. Forest Trees of Illinois. Department of Conservation.
Division of Forestry. Springfield, Illinois. 330 pp.
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